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The law of unintended consequences…

One could write a book on this, certainly a worthy dissertation. Reading recently of the
finding that the flea treatments used on dogs is killing river insects and therefore the life
that feeds on these - both through bathing them at home and even when the dog plays in
the river, I got to thinking of some of the huge unintended consequences that possibly/
probably should have been foreseen.
Major ones: plastic bottles and bags that don’t degrade, we are now all aware of the
problems in our oceans and landfills, to say nothing of our roadsides: re-cycling of animal
waste into animal feed - BSE (remember Beretec villagers?): diesel engines hailed as the
answer, now polluting particulates: incorrect and widespread use of antibiotics - now resistant super bugs: building on flood plains - kind of obvious: Middling ones: micro fibre
clothing - sheds particles into waterways that don’t degrade: direct drilling over ploughing
– compacted land leading to run off, flooding and less soil fertility: council tip charges - fly
tipping. The list goes on. With scientists researching everything, some of which appears
barking but what do I know, surely some of these issues could/should have been foreseen
using a little common sense? Is the saving of 30 minutes on a rail journey seriously worth the
disruption, ecological effects and heartache being caused by HS2? And I lie awake wondering what is happening to the millions of disposable syringes from our Covid jabs!
Village life is slowly returning, the Museum exhibition, and Gardens Open, reports within,
and The Produce Show to ready for, all looking hopeful despite the 4 week delay, I do so
hope those couples on their 3rd attempt at a wedding will manage to pull it off.
Ed.

Village Lottery Winner - July: Gareth & Julie Tridgell
Congratulations and thank you to all our supporters.
Keep safe and enjoy the summer
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Services for your Diary
Sunday 11th July – Broughton Poggs 6pm Holy Communion
Sunday 25th July – Filkins 10.30am Holy Communion
Please register with sally.peach@mail.com or 07918 720610
Dear Parishioners,
As some of you already know our Rector, Harry MacInnes has been struggling with ill
health since the end of last year. He has a build up of pressure in both eyes which has
failed to respond to medication;
His doctors advised that he would need an operation on each eye to relieve the pressure,
and he underwent the first procedure five weeks ago. Following surgery he suffered an
unexpected haemorrhage and has now lost the sight in that eye. His situation is serious
and it is not clear when the operation on the remaining eye can take place. Until then he
remains in the JR, and in a great deal of pain.
It will be many months before we see Harry back with us. We are extremely fortunate to
have Rev. Margot Hodson to keep services going for us, but with 11 churches in the benefice and Margot part-time, there will inevitably be an extended period where we will have
to rely on help from various visiting minsters, along with shared services with other parishes and lay led services.

We delayed holding the Annual Parish Church Meeting until Harry could be back with us.
Now that that is not going to be possible the APCM with take place on Wednesday 14 th
July at 7pm in Filkins Church. Everyone is welcome; the churches are our churches, and
it more important than ever that we all work together over the coming months to get
through this difficult time.
In the meantime please join with us in thinking about and praying for Harry, Sian, Miles
and Alice, and for Harry’s safe return to his family.
With very best wishes to you all,
Gill Allison and Charlie Payne (Churchwardens) and F&BP PCC
Rev’d Margot Hodson
01367 860555
margothodson@svbb.org.uk
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SWINFORD MUSEUM
The museum celebrated its 90th anniversary at the end of May with an exhibition of 90 objects from its collection. I would like to thank all of you who visited and helped us raise
funds for the new storage unit.
The objects ranged from the lovely oak chest which was carved by George for Lady Isabel Cripps but started life as a bed

to the helmet used by Don Deaney as he cycled for the Filkins Falcons speedway team.
The track was at the rear of the swimming pool in the 1950s and attracted many spectators when the races were on.

An added extra to the exhibition was the pop-up art gallery where original paintings could
be purchased, the money from which also going to the Museum funds. David Sykes was
the artist who was born and brought up in Broughton but died last year leaving over 200
paintings.
We will be exhibiting some at Langford Art Festival at the end of July when hopefully we
will be able to sell more.
Negotiations are continuing with the Parish Council for the new storage unit but planning
permission is yet to be granted, however fundraising continues!!
Diane Blackett
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The sun shone, the crowds came, the gardens and allotments looked amazing and the
visitors were refreshed with tea and delicious cakes. It was a memorable Open Gardens
day in the village – congratulations to all those involved. Since then we have been enjoying summer sunshine and glorious flowers in our gardens although the rain has now returned to the relief of the plants. Members have sent these photos for you to enjoy, even
the dandelion clock makes a lovey shape, and one village field was full of them.

The Gardening Club is open to all adults living in Filkins and Broughton Poggs. We hope
that it won’t be too long before we can resume our activities. If you would like to know
about the Club, you will find information on the Leisure page of the Filkins website or just
contact me or any member of the Club.
As ever, I wish you happy gardening.

Lucille
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NGS OPEN GARDENS IN FILKINS AND BROUGHTON POGGS 30 MAY 2021
The date for this year’s Open Gardens was chosen last September when we had
little indication of the challenges that lay ahead. It was simply going to be the
same date we had chosen for the 2020 opening which sadly was cancelled due
to COVID regulations. As the pandemic lockdowns continued through the Spring
it was uncertain whether this year’s opening could go ahead. However, we were
extremely fortunate to be able to draw on Alan Law’s expertise to ensure we conformed to the regulations and provide a COVID safe environment for gardeners
and visitors alike.
Unlike last year, the weather had been mixed leading up to the 30 May and it
had been a worrying few weeks wondering if anything was going to be in bloom.
For some time it looked as if it was going to be 50 shades of green! It was with
some dismay that we were greeted with an overcast sky on the morning of the
30th, but by opening time the clouds had cleared, the sun shone, the temperature
rose and we were ready to welcome an amazing 445 paying visitors accompanied by various children and dogs, who were only too delighted to be able to be
released from lockdown and spend an afternoon in such a beautiful place. They
were not disappointed with the diversity of size and planting style of the 12 gardens which opened and the vegetable growers were catered for at the Allotments. We had wonderful compliments from first time visitors who want to come
next year and those who had been before were keen to see the developments in
the gardens.
As ever, the superb teas organised by Gill Allison and her team were exceedingly
popular and the one-way system at the Village Hall was a triumph, as was using
the paddock for seating.
We would also like to thank the Parish Council who allowed Hardcastle’s Field to
be used for parking which kept 85 cars off the village street, and an especial
thanks to Dave Heslam who stayed all afternoon to oversee the parking aided by
a trusty band of volunteers.
It was an incredibly successful event and huge thanks must go to the gardeners
who opened for their energy and enthusiasm. This year we raised a staggering
£3,221.65 for the NGS which directly benefits health charities and the teas raised
£621.85 which will go to the churches.
Avril Payne and Chris Carter

Schedules are now available for this year’s Produce show on
21st August. Pick one up from the Village Shop or Cotswold
Woollen Weavers. Photographic subjects this year are ‘Bodies
of Water’ and ‘Domestic Animals’, so get snapping….and
growing, crafting etc. Last month’s recipe from Debbie
would be a great bake for the ‘Cake with a vegetable in-
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Notes of Parish Council meeting 9th June 2021
Please note: these are NOT actual minutes – please refer to the website. They are a precis
of the meeting, not necessarily in the order in which they were discussed.
Nick Leverton, our newly-elected District Councillor, gave a brief update particularly
highlighting the general issues of planning with the controversial issue of 200 houses given
planning permission in Milestone area, Carterton. For local planning proposals, it’s best to
see the minutes and/or the WODC website.
The work on the cemetery should begin shortly, especially as material costs are rising rapidly now. The work will include cutting back the entrance trees on the inside away from
the path, put a base down on the path and lay washed shingle on it as well as trimming
the outside trees which are overhanging some graves.
Whilst we are actively following up there are no updates on the Community Led Plan, the
Gassons ramp or the replacement trees near Bulls Close however, Nick Leverton informed
us of a huge tree planting exercise for next year’s Queen’s Jubilee for which there is funding which we might be able to take advantage of.
We have ordered 4 replacement streetlights which have now been fitted, leaving three
more to complete before all the lights have been replaced. Meanwhile the white wooden bridge by Goodfellows is rotting and OCC Highways, who are responsible for it, plan
to replace it with a metal alternative which better meets safety requirements and reduces cost of maintenance. The PC can paint it white so aesthetically it will look very similar
to the existing bridge, so accepting that foremost the bridge is there for safety reasons,
the PC agreed to this proposal.
The PC lease the kickabout field next to the playground and pool from the Ernest Cook
Trust. We have asked them if we can extend the field, ECT have now kindly agreed to a
2m extension in principle. Once final approval is received the fence will be repaired and
gates added to allow for machinery to get through for the future and at the same time
we will level the field out to remove some of its notorious bumps and humps. The work will
probably take place in early autumn.
Work on the telephone box should also begin shortly with Mark Truman and Lee Bennett
offering their services, and with a budget of £500 to work with.
We are liaising with residents who have raised the issue of ivy on the walls at the B4477
end of Hazells Lane whilst this is not PC property, we understand the concern and are
helping to resolve, along with issue of grass verge and trees. There are several areas of
the village footpaths and the playground where weeds have become prolific so we are
looking to engage a professional company to deal with this.
A request has been made for the PC to install a floral planter by the new Filkins sign by
Clarks Barn which would be maintained by residents. This is outside the PC scope as it is a
highways issue. While we appreciate the thought behind the donation, perhaps a more
acceptable alternative would be to plant a flower bed around the sign instead? Perhaps
the Gardening Club could be prevailed upon to help with plants?

Peter Gray attended the meeting to discuss the museum shed, which he and Diane
Blackett, trustees of the Swinford Museum, had proposed to be built and sited in the garden at the back of the village centre en route to the allotments. All agree that if possible,
finding a solution which enables the museum artefacts to be stored in a suitable building,
ideally in the village, is what we are working towards and exploring all avenues in the pro-
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cess. The PC have also had several meetings with the trustees and a full account of this
activity can be found in the minutes.
Again, best to look to the minutes for financial matters, but the good news is that we
have been awarded a second covid WODC grant of £8,000, making a total of £17,900 in
total.
The playground passed its recent ROSPA inspection. Though we are aware that work
does need doing to upgrade this area and with the covid grants, we can now afford to
look at this seriously. Sadly, the extension of Step 4 to July 19th means the pool can’t now
open on 26th June, as planned. While social distancing remains in place and with no fulltime lifeguard on duty to ensure it is complied with, it is impossible to open. Meanwhile,
the pool committee is having to spend money on chemicals etc and deliberations will
have to take place about membership fees as the season will be shorter than usual. The
toilets are, however, all finished (and look great!) although the changing rooms need a
bit more time.
A piece of information that might be helpful to villagers: there is a new app, SAVE A LIFE,
which details all the defibrillators in a specific area. See you at the next meeting on 14th
July.
Current planning applications under consideration:
20/01849/HHD- Stable Cottage, Broughton Poggs

21/01296/HHD – Spiers Cottage, Filkins

Defibrillator Update – June 2021
An app is available to download on your phone via Apple or Android which you may find of benefit :
The App provides:
Instructions on what action to take for a person who has collapsed
A direct link to call 999
Location of the Nearest Defibrillator to your location (in England) so that you
can advise the Ambulance Service
A video on how to perform Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR)
Our nearest defibrillator is locate at the Village Hall
Postcode GL7 3JQ (Box ID number AAW38
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The Bowls Club Needs YOU

Filkins Bowls Club in Rouses Lane was formed in 1936, the green laid on land
granted to the club by Sir Stafford Cripps. The club house was built by the members, helped with a grant from The Sports Council. The green and the club
house have since then been maintained by the members.
Move forward 85 years and we are still playing bowls on that very same green!

After a rather unusual bowls season last year, when we were only able to play
internal club games, we are now looking forward to a more normal season, with
proper fixtures against other teams. But sadly, unable to get a team together
for our first game on Saturday 26th July (Bowls and Euro 2020 obviously don’t go
hand in hand!), our season didn’t get off to the start we would have liked.
We can however not blame it all on football, like so many other clubs we are
facing dwindling membership numbers and now really need your help to keep
this long standing village tradition going. It is a game that is played by ALL ages, not too physically demanding but great exercise nonetheless and a sociable one. We are so lucky to have this facility in the village and it would be a
shame if the Club was to fold.
Please show your support, come and watch us play a home game or better still,
join us at Monday evening practice sessions, there will be bowls to borrow, everyone had to start somewhere and you’d be more than welcome.

Help us to keep Filkins Bowls Club going
If you would like more information about the Bowls Club, or how to get involved
please call the Secretary, Annika Hansen on 07775 093484
or by email: filkinsbowlsclub@gmail.com
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Jimmy Ashby writes….
As my mind has been wandering of late I have been lucky enough to
have some amazing chats with some prodigious Filkinites (!), with this
thought circulating in my empty mind I imagine the following:
A village hall packed with eager listeners ready to be transported into
the world beyond by an erudite story teller we are yet to meet, who is
ready to share a snippet of their life to date, will it be Greek Tragedy,
Shakespearean romance or the Wolf of Wall Street?
We have a bunch of very very interesting characters in Filkins and I
would love people to share a morsel of their life journey with a fervent
audience - I have heard some wonderful excerpts. We are desperate for intrigue, passion, laughter and I reckon each of us has one tale
inside us – although sharing is a wholly different level! Is anyone up for
it? I do believe a good story nearly always starts with an object, a
‘show and tell’ or ‘antiques roadshow’...where the object will almost
speak for itself.
Get in touch if you are crazy enough to overshare, “It’s the possibility
of having a dream come true that makes life interesting”
email: jcashby@outlook.com
Ed writes: I think this is a great idea but I bet most of us think ‘we have nothing of
interest to share’ but maybe we do. I think taking an object along that has a story
attached would be a great start, how we came by it, what it means to us etc. A
great way to learn a little about other’s lives, even if we are not born story tellers,

Volunteer Doctor & Hospital Runs
In the first instance those requiring a lift should call Theo Hodges on
07711 066155 and she will put you in touch with a driver. If Theo is for
any reason unavailable, then please call either Freda Shrouder on
07557 048667 or 01367 860053 or else Charlie Payne on 07810 158558 or
01367 860529.
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Filkins & Broughton Poggs Swimming Club

We were hoping to open on the 26th June but this has now been postponed
until after lockdown has been lifted. As long as this comes into effect on 19th
July, the swimming pool will open on Saturday 24th July
The committee have worked hard in readiness for opening so all should be
good to go when the government give us the green light. Memberships
should be available from the 19th, at the Village Shop, Cotswold Woollen
Weavers or poolside when open. Membership fees are still being formulated
by the committee due to the foreshortened season this year. Card payments
will be accepted and indeed encourage (only at the shop and poolside for
logistical reasons).

St Filica
Village Bar B Que and Bar

Saturday 24th July on the Kickabout Field from 4pm

Food and pay bar on field, cakes, tea, coffee and ice creams from Village
Shop which will extend it’s opening hours,
All welcome, prices to suit the family and reflect that this is a first get together
for the village since last August . Come and reacquaint with your neighbours
and a warm invitation to all newcomers who arrived in the last 18 months.

Card payments possible...we are very 21st century!
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Saturday July 17th

Filkins Theatre will be performing in costume, a rehearsed reading of Gogol’s The Government Inspector in The Paddock at 6pm on Saturday July 17th.
It will be wonderful to be able to provide Filkins with live dramatic entertainment again
after such a long break.
This is classic comedy about poor government, disenfranchisement and political corruption.
A St Petersburg bigwig is travelling in secret to a provincial backwater, not Filkins of
course. The local Mayor receives the news in a mad panic and convinces himself that
the bigwig is actually coming incognito to inspect his patch. He is mistaken as to the true
purpose of the bigwig’s visit but that does not prevent him instituting a wild goose chase
of entirely superficial improvements to local public services. Both Mayor and Inspector
are fantasists. The Inspector arrives and is feted by the locals. The more extravagant
the feting, and almost all the local population are out to impress the Inspector providing
favours of all sorts, the more he exaggerates his importance in St Petersburg.
This is a play about political greed and opportunism, fantasy, pomposity, back stabbing
and self delusion.
Just the sort of menu to provide plenty of entertainment for a summer’s evening.

We have a few newcomers to our
performance this year so please
come along.
Tickets available from the Village
Shop and Cotswold Woollen Weavers,
and on the door space permitting.
We perform in the Village Hall if wet.
I hope to see you there
Jeremy Irwin -Singer
07710 825357
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and functional commissions in a range of materials
for the garden, home and special occasions.
•

Miles Normandale is known for his incredi-

ble high impact, paint pouring work
•
Excitement Builds for Langford Arts Festival
Over 50 artists from around the UK have signed
up to take part in Langford Arts Festival, massively

exceeding the expectations of the organisers.
Here’s just a taster of the array of different art, visitors will be able to view and buy at the event which
runs from Saturday 31st July – Sunday 1st August
2021:
•

Award winning artist, Stephen Rew brings

the wild to life with his bronze sculptures and coffee and ink paintings of the animal world. Stephen
was awarded the coveted title of Wildlife Artist of

the Year by the David Shepherd Wildlife Foundation in 2019.
•

Caroline Nixon, a textile artist, works with

natural dyes and botanical ecoprinting to produce

Steve Mansfield’s driftwood sculptures

evoke a sense of wild places
•

Ren Condry’s latest work surrounds the

competition of beauty pageants and their origins in
art history, in particular Greek mythology
•

Jewellery artist Albee Yeend gets inspiration

for her beautiful silverwork from the natural world
Current and former residents of Langford and the
surrounding area will also be showcasing their
work including Nigel Gardner, Ginny Bushell and
huge upcoming talent, Callum Harvey.
To reflect its increased scale and scope, the Festival is taking place in four key locations in Langford. At one of these children will be able to paint,
there will be taster blacksmith and potter’s wheel
sessions, and people will be able to make plaster
pictures!

wearable art, wall art and home textiles.
Liz Forrester specialises in pencil and silver- With homemade cakes, light lunches and refreshpoint drawings on paper, using photographs as a ments served throughout the Festival, plus a bar
•

source material.

•

Debbie Page, an Oxfordshire-based studio

potter, is inspired by Japanese and Korean Ceramics. She hand builds incredible moon jars, using either white earthenware or paper porcelain
clays.
•

Faye Knight who lives and works in Lam-

bourn Woodlands, works in oils, acrylics and
mixed media.
•

Working from her forge near Wallingford,

blacksmith artist Julie Grose undertakes public art

serving wine and local beers, Langford Arts Festival will provide the perfect day out for both families
and serious art enthusiasts.
Entry is free - the optional catalogue is £2, with the
funds raised going to charity.
The Festival runs from 11am- 5pm throughout the
weekend, finishing on Sunday 1st August 2021.
To find out more visit
www.langfordartsfestival.co.uk
or contact Ginny Bushell on 07585 703254 virgin-

commissions as well as a wide range of sculptural ia.bushell@gmail.com
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Grease a 10inch spring based cake tin. Cut
vanilla pod down the length, halve and
scrape out seeds Save half the seeds and
half the pod for filling.
Combine all dry ingredients and the vanilla
seeds in food processor. Add cold butter
and combine until mixture forms small
crumbs. Add one egg and pulse together
again, stopping when it resembles a
doughand is evenly mixed. Press about ¾
of dough into the bottom of the cake tin.
Roll the remaining dough into a ball, wrap in
clingfilm and refrigerate.

Another of my lovely Swedish recipe – this
makes a wonderful summer lunchtime pud
as with the apple it is very much a cross between a cake and a dessert. This is served
with a vanilla sauce but if you are short of
time, you could skip this and just serve with
cream.
For the base:
135g flour
50g caster sugar
¼ tsp ground cardamom
Pinch baking soda
Pinch salt
½ vanilla pod (use one between pastry and
filling)
115g cold butter cut into pieces
1 egg
For the filling:
1kg apples (look for a crisp eater)
65g ground almonds
68g flour
100g caster sugar
¼ tsp ground cardamom
¼ tsp cinnamon
Pinch nutmeg
½ vanilla prod
115g very soft butter (not melted)
2 eggs, beaten
For the vanilla sauce:
1 vanilla pod
120ml double cream
180ml full fat milk
2 tsp cornflour
2 egg yolks
30g caster sugar

Preheat oven to 175 degrees. (Gas 4).
Peel, core and cut apples into 2-3 cm slices. Combine ground almonds, flour, sugar
and spices and remaining vanilla seeds in a
large bowl. Add the soft butter and eggs
and mix (preferably with a hand-whisk).
When combined, fold in apples.

Pour filling into cake tin tapping to spread
evenly.
Roll out remaining dough to about thickness
of a pound coin. Cut into shapes of your
choice and layer on top of cake. They do
not need to cover the whole area.
Bake for approx. 1 hour or until the centre is
set and top golden.
To make the vanilla sauce, slice the vanilla
bean and remove seeds. Place milk, cream
and vanilla seeds in a small saucepan and
heat over a medium heat stirring frequently
until it is beginning to gently simmer. Remove from heat and set aside for approx. 15
minutes.
Put egg yolks, sugar and cornflour into a
bowl. Add a couple of spoons of the vanilla
mixture and whisk very thoroughly. Gradually add the rest of the vanilla mix to the bowl
whisking all the time. Return mixture to pan
and return to the heat. Bring to a low simmer stirring frequently. Do not allow this to
boil. Once the sauce thickens and becomes
glossy, remove from heat and set aside. It
will thicken a bit more as it cools.
Serve hot or cold with sauce or ice cream
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Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Morning
10 -11
10 –11
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Afternoon
3-4
3 –4
3 –4
3 –4
3 –4
3 –4

10 –12
10 –11
10 –11
10 –11
01367 860 239

News….news….news
Remember Veg Box Thursday.
Let Lynne know what you require by 5pm on Tuesday
evening, veg, fish, bread & flowers from the market
and we can deliver. savegelynne@gmail.com
This is not just a lockdown service, anyone can join,
your village shop is here to serve

Sending lots of love and best wishes for a
speedy recuperation to our fabulous veg
box girl Lynne, who underwent surgery in
mid June

Green/recycling

grey/household
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